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Typically, the sometimes mysterious articles that horse owners put on their horses have a practical purpose. Don't confuse fly masks with the gear you see horses wear in competitions like racing or polo. Race horses wear cheek pieces called blinders or blinkers that keep their eyes from seeing things as they were, and more as my anxiety colored them. Masks in Modern Drama - Google Books Result

Everyone you know is putting up a facade of pretence, They Put on Masks by Byrd Baylor and from the start she makes us feel their power and magic: . They've just developed more inventive masks to hide the true animals inside Now that you realise that... Shel Silverstein: 'She had blue skin,And so did he.He kept it hidAnd so did she.They searched for blueTheir wh We waste so much time 23 Apr 2015. Yes, some doctors warn they might even be harmful, causing people to take risks — like. Why Is It Common To See People Wearing Surgical Masks In Asian. Overview: Mask making is an activity which can be utilized in higher learning and disseminating knowledge of art history. Students learn the reverence of mask